
 
 
 

DOMINATOR 720 
Extraordinary design and space for the new generation Dominator 

 
 

Without a doubt, Dominator 720 has a considerable personality. The combination of  modern, 
captivating lines  with one of a kind solutions, aimed at lowering and overcoming the 
barriers between interior and exterior space . The large interior areas guarantee 
excellent on-board liveability and extreme comfort for both owners and their guests. 
 
The external lines are remarkably clean, and characterised by linear, dynamic shapes, giving 
this yacht a sleek, racy line. The new style concept is a perfect combination between the 
typical aggressiveness of more sporty yachts, and the elegance of larger ones. 
 
Another special quality of the exteriors of this Dominator is the extremely comfortable fly, 
featuring a large living area furnished with a table which can seat eight, a spacious bar island 
and comfortably sized sun deck. 
 
The 720 is a flying bridge featuring highly spacious interiors, combining modern, dynamic lines 
with interior liveability at the very heights of her segment. 
 
The spacious salon, designed with painstaking care to detail, differs from the competition 
thanks to the large, wide side window. Offering an extraordinary open view, the window means 
the interiors are extraordinarily well-lit, too, and gives the external broadside of the yacht an 
unmistakeable outline.  
 
The areas below deck are more than satisfactory in height, and offer the space and 
convenience for comfortably accommodating eight guests in four twin/double cabins, with 
windows offering charming and indeed thrilling views over the sea. 
 
The style and quality of both the finishes and materials leave no doubt that one is aboard a 
last generation Dominator. Indeed, class and elegance are combined with prestigious materials 
and remarkable care taken over detail, in a balance between minimalism and modernity which 
intensifies the clean lines and beauty of the rooms. The lacquering of the wood, rear-lighting, 
valuable leather and a continuous colour play of shade on shade, give the yacht a unique, 
exclusive style. Not ostentatious in the slightest, this model never tires of enchanting those 
aboard. 
 
In the master cabin, the brightness, guaranteed by the large panoramic “branchia” style 
windows, increases the perception of space, comparable with that of a longer yacht.  
 
This model, as indeed all Dominator yachts, features a complex lighting project. A double 
scenario has been produced for each setting: one which with more “effect” for society events, 
and a softer, more relaxing one for family time. 
 
Dominator's exclusiveness can be recognised in the valuable materials and extreme care for 
each and every detail, and in the clean lines and refined beauty of the various environments, 
all details which contribute to creating a unique atmosphere. 
 
All this, without forgetting the special qualities which mark all the Dominator models: that they 
are custom-made yachts . In line with the shipyard’s philosophy, the project for the new 
yacht has been studied from a strictly customised viewpoint, in order to offer clients an infinity 
of opportunities for personalising their yacht, according to their own tastes and requirements. 
 



 
 
Technical specifications 
Length overall   22.17 m 
Max. width     5.75 m 
Displacement    51 tons 
Fuel tank     6000 l 
Water tank    1500 l 
Engines    2 x MAN/MTU from 1400 hp to 1550 hp Common rail 
engines  
Generator     2 x 17.5 Kw 
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info@tecmarine.ch
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